
Art. 0538

3007
LAST TYPE: 2007
BOX SHAPE: Slightly tapered
PLATFORM: Medium
VAMP: U-cut, Medium height
SOLE: Machine-stitched
SIZES: 0,5 — 9
WIDTH: X — XXXXX
SHANK: SS, S, M, H, SH
                        (Super Soft — Super Hard)

Best choice for 
demi-pointe elements 
and contemporary.

Recommended for 
students of ballet 
academies and schools.

SS shank often used 
as first pointe shoes. 

ON DEMAND

15 years bestseller famous worldwide.
Unique form fits 90% of dancers. New technology of easy roll-through.

Allows to use 
VEGAN sole 

Tropicana glue 
for warm and 
humid climate

Di�erent
colors

Other pointe shoes 
on the same last:

Adult:
NOVA Art. 0524

MIRACLE Art. 0525

DREAM POINTE Art. 0527

Preparatory:
EXAM Art. 0512

ALICE Art. 0526

NOVICE Art. 0511

3007 PRO
Art. 0538/1

3007 PRO FLEX
Art. 0538/2



With softer insole 
and additional silent 
knot technology, 
making pointe 
shoes silent.

Innovative 
combination of 
materials for insole 
make shoes 
extremely flexible.

LAST / FORM
2007 is developed with consideration of anatomic features of the medium width 
foot with a medium arch.
This unique construction satisfies 90% of ballerinas. Therefore, Grishko® has the 
biggest part of their pointe shoe models based on the 2007 last. 
2007 has a tapered dynamic form. 
It is one of those models, which creates that elegant classy look of ballet stars. 

The last is the main attribute, which creates the inner form of 
pointe shoes. It is the base for proper support, health, and comfort. 
Grishko® pointe shoes are the most customized in the world. 
All our shoes are based on 5 di�erent forms: 
2007, Fouette, Smart Pointe, Elite, Vaganova. 
Each last counter the form of the di�erent types of feet and toes. 

The dancer should first choose the last according to the foot 
and toes form and next go for the box, vamp, and other features. 

CUT 
The cut of each pointe shoe model of Grishko® depends on the pointe shoe 
form and the form of the foot. With combination of the box type, the cut is 
made to accentuate the arch of the dancers. 3007 looks brilliant with U-cut 
vamp on the medium arch with short or medium toes.

SHANK
3007 is a combination of both classic and new technologies which gives 
the proper support and easy roll-through.

BENEFITS
Easy roll-through to en-pointe position perfect 
for fine movements. 

Added microfiber heel counter molds to 
the foot and prevents slippage. 

Standard medium wings give e�ective 
support to the foot with short and medium toes.

Eco-dextrin glue adopts to the foot form.

Classic 3007 gives your toes an excellent feeling of the floor, allowing to make 
elements with highest accuracy.

Has smooth appearance with no wrinkles or bagginess.
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